Agenda Setting Meeting- 10/15/20
Called to Order at 4:01

Discussion items:
Rob Reppert and Mayor Zinkhann met with State Representative, Jim Marshall to look at the crumbling wall on
the railroad’s right-of-way. Mr. Marshall believes he should be able to help with the situation. Mr. Reppert
asked if the code enforcement will be able to site the railroad for “unsafe practices”. Ms. Zoelle will ask the
agency.
Cheri Deener spoke on placing a Salvation Army kettle at the office. The secretary would be responsible to make
sure the money is accounted for.
Norm Nelson reported that the EMA is picking up the generator on Saturday, Oct 17 and will be transferring the
trailer title. CVREMA requested an additional $500 in the budget to help fix the trailer next year.
Diana Zoelle has been attending the water and Sewer Authority meetings. The water line project should only
slow down traffic on S. Washington St. Ms. Zoelle also would like the International Property Maintenance Code
sent to the solicitor to begin tailoring it to the borough. After that is in place, she hopes to bring Richardson’s
Agency to the January of February meeting to start the code enforcement process in town.
Discussion on when to bring in Ben Levenger’s company, DTR, for a half day training. Brad will be able to change
his work schedule and meet during the week in the afternoon.
Mayor Zinkhann has contacted the school regarding the school bus route on 1 st and 2nd Streets. The stops on S.
Washington are hazardous and have been made more dangerous with the water line construction. Also, the
mayor reported that the park is closed from dusk until dawn daily.
The proposed budget was discussed. It will be ready for advertisement at the November meeting.
Union negotiations are almost complete.
Marty Fabian of ECWSA has been advised to contact Bruce and Merrilees prior to digging near traffic loops.

Motions for Meeting


Maintenance Agreement for Veteran’s Monuments

